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ABSTRACT
Interposer-based packaging is becoming a widespread method-
ology for tightly integrating multiple heterogeneous dies into a
single package, with the potential to improve manufacturing yield
and build larger-than-reticle-sized systems. However, interposer
integration also introduces possible communication bottlenecks
and cost overheads that can outweigh these benefits. To avoid
these drawbacks, the abundant interposer interconnect can be
leveraged as network-on-chip interconnection fabric to provide
high-bandwidth, low-latency communication between chiplets and
memory stacks. This work investigates this new interposer design
space of passive and active interposer technologies, network-on-
chip topologies, and clocking schemes to determine the cost-optimal
interposer architectures for a range of performance requirements.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Hardware → 3D integrated circuits; Economics of chip de-
sign and manufacturing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
AsMoore’s Law slows and cost per semiconductor area increases [23],
computer architects will need to utilize new architectures and pack-
aging technologies to achieve the system improvements tradition-
ally realized through transistor process scaling. Recently, the con-
cept of multi-die integration has received renewed attention as a
promising solution to these challenges. Instead of the monolithic
fabrication of modern Systems-on-Chips (SoC) onto a single large
die, die-level integration technologies integrate multiple semicon-
ductor dies, each fabricated individually, into a single package.
This concept, proposed as far back as the original Moore’s Law
paper [15], has long been considered as a method to improve semi-
conductor yields through the use of Known Good Die (KGD) val-
idation, ensuring the functionality of each die before integration.
While a single critical defect can disable the functionality of an
entire monolithic system, pre-bond validation of each smaller die
reduces the loss per defect and results in a greater number of fully-
functional systems [18]. Historically, multi-chip module (MCM)
packages have been used to integrate multiple dies onto a single
substrate, and recently MCMs have again been deployed to improve
yield and provide product scaling [3].

Although MCMs can provide a platform for die integration, the
coarse-pitch substrate interconnect can only provide limited band-
width, with reduced efficiency and increased latency, compared to
on-chip interconnect [2]. However, these limitations can be solved
by instead using fine-pitched silicon interposers, which are already
employed in commercial products to integrate 3D High Bandwidth
Memory [12]. These interposers utilize standard semiconductor in-
terconnect technology, such as that in the 65nm process node, and
bond each die using fine pitched microbumps, with current bump
pitch of 55µm and future pitches of 20µm [22]. With interposer
integration technology, systems can realize the yield and flexibility
benefits of multi-die integration while maintaining the high perfor-
mance Network-on-Chip (NoC) fabric utilized to connect modules
in modern SoCs.

While recent research has demonstrated the cost and perfor-
mance benefits of interposer-based system integration [4][10][17]
[18][19], the details of the interposer technology and design are
still an area of development and debate. Commercial interposers
are today manufactured as passive silicon interposers [12], which
contain metal interconnect but do not have active CMOS tran-
sistors. The simple nature of passive interposers greatly reduces
wafer costs, but without transistors the interposer can only pro-
vide non-repeated point-to-point connections between chiplets. An
alternative to passive interposers is active interposer technology,
in which the interposer is instead manufactured from a standard
CMOS process (with the addition of die thinning and Through-
Silicon Via [TSV] insertion). Active interposers have been utilized
in several recent studies [8][10][19][22] to provide high-speed re-
peated links and to move NoC routers onto the interposers, thereby
providing more network bandwidth than available on monolithic
SoCs. Unfortunately, the active interposer can become a significant
cost overhead, especially if it utilizes advanced process technologies.
To minimize active interposer cost, previous work has limited the
amount of active logic area on the interposer to improve yield [10].

Prior studies have demonstrated the relative cost and frequency
differences of passive and active interposers [19], but no work has
conclusively demonstrated the architecture-level impact of this in-
terposer technology selection: should the interposer for a given
system be passive or active, and if active which process node should
be utilized? This work explores the complex interactions between
the interposer technology, the Network-on-Chip topology, and the
physical link and router implementation, which then determine
the interposer active area and yield, the chiplet area and yield and
cost, the network link frequency, and ultimately the system cost
and the NoC bandwidth and latency. While it is not possible to
make conclusions for all possible multi-die systems, traffic patterns,
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and performance requirements, this work aims for generalizable
conclusions by sweeping a range of bisection bandwidth targets,
representing different memory and coherence requirements, for a
realistic multi-core system with integrated die-stacked memories
and a synchronous NoC that is compatible with standard design
automation flows. Further, NoC latency trends are analyzed to
study the interaction between interposer technology and network
topology. This work concludes that when only considering net-
work bandwidth, passive interposer integration is almost always
cost-optimal when compared to active interposers, even when con-
sidering the router area overhead impact on chiplet yield. However,
due to longer link latencies and clock-crossing overheads in passive
interposers, active interposers demonstrate a significant advantage
for latency-sensitive systems. Additionally, active interposers in
mature process technologies can achieve high bandwidth and lower
latency at system costs within 30% of passive interposer systems.

2 CHIPLET INTEGRATIONWITH
INTERPOSERS

The yield of large semiconductor systems can be improved by split-
ting the monolithic chip into multiple smaller chiplets that are
reintegrated onto an interposer substrate [17]. However, the inter-
poser needs to provide sufficient bandwidth at low-enough latency
to avoid degrading the system performance. Due to the plenti-
ful fine-pitch interconnect available in interposers, prior research
has demonstrated that interposers can actually improve system
performance over monolithic fabrics, which may have limited in-
terconnect budgets, by implementing high-performance Networks-
on-Chip with wide links or high radix routers [1][4][8][10]. Some
interposer-based architectures have leveraged active interposers
with in-interposer routers and repeated links [10], while others
have constrained the systems to metal-only passive interposers
in order to limit cost overheads [4]. In this section, the economic,
architectural, and circuit-level details of these different interposer
technologies are elaborated and compared.

2.1 Cost Implications of Die Integration
When splitting a system into multiple smaller chiplets, the total
system yield can be improved by employing KGD testing of each
chiplet before bonding. The manufacturing yield Ydie of unstruc-
tured semiconductor logic can be estimated based on die active area
Adie using the Negative Binomial model given in Equation 1:

Ydie =
(
1 +

AdieD0
α

)−α
(1)

where D0 is the defect density and α is the clustering coefficient
(and constant wafer yield loss is ignored). As demonstrated by the
curve in Figure 1 (a) with D0 = 2000/m2 and α = 3, a larger die
size reduces the odds of defect-free manufacturing. For example,
a monolithic system with A = 336mm2 would have a defect-free
yield of about 55%, while disaggregating the same system into four
chiplets each with A = 84mm2 increases the yield of each chiplet
to about 85%. A small scale example is visualized in Figure 1 (b)
and (c). If the chiplets can first be validated with sufficiently high
coverage and can then bonded with sufficiently high success rate
(commercial HBM integration has achieved greater than 99% bond
yield [12]), then total manufacturing yield can significantly improve.

Figure 1: (a) Yield versus area with defect density D0 =
2000/m2 and α = 3, with examples design points highlighted
at A = 336mm2 (Y = 0.55) and A = 84mm2 (Y = 0.85). Scaled vi-
sual examples with eight defects per wafer are shown for (b)
a monolithic system and (c) an equivalent 4-chiplet system.

Figure 2: Normalized wafer costs for passive and active in-
terposer.

An additional benefit, also visualized in Figure 1 (b) and (c), is that
reduction of the die size can increase the number of rectangular
dies that can be fit into the circular wafer, further increasing the
effective yield.

However, employing an interposer also introduces cost over-
heads, including the manufacturing of an additional large silicon
die. To minimize this overhead, passive interposers only include
interconnect layers, and no active transistors, and therefore have
high yields and much lower wafer costs. Active interposers, reliant
on relatively expensive transistor fabrication, may need to limit the
amount of active area devoted to routers and other logic in order to
minimize yield loss. Active interposer process technology selection
determines the wafer cost (advanced processes are much more ex-
pensive for equal area) and the active area (advanced processes can
implement routers in less area, thus improving yield given the same
defect density). Figure 2 demonstrates the relative process costs for
different possible interposer technologies, based on TSV integra-
tion and process cost data from IC Knowledge [7]. An additional
integration cost overhead is the cost of KGD validation of each
chiplet before bonding. Although validation time (and therefore
cost) primarily scale with design size and complexity, constant per
die overheads result in greater validation costs for multiple small
dies than for a single monolithic die [7]. Despite these overheads,
prior work has demonstrated that both passive and active inter-
posers can indeed be more cost effective than monolithic systems
at standard design sizes [4][19]. An example is shown in Figure 3
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Figure 3: Manufacturing cost example for 336mm2 chip
in 11nm process, with equivalent four-chiplet systems on
448mm2 passive and 65nm active interposers.

for a 336mm2 monolithic system, compared against four-chiplet
systems on 448mm2 passive and 65nm active interposers (assuming
a conservative 1mm spacing between and around the chiplets), with
D0 = 2000/m2, α = 3, and 99% bond yield.

Accordingly, the cost of each monolithic chip, individual chiplet,
or passive or active interposer can be estimated using Equation 2:

Cdie =

(Cwaf er
Ndie

+Ctest
)

Ydie
(2)

whereCwaf er is the process-dependent wafer cost,Ctest is the cost
to validate the die after manufacturing, and Ndie is the number of
dies per wafer, which can be estimated with Equation 3:

Ndie =
π × (ϕwaf er /2)2

Adie
−
π × ϕwaf er√

2 ×Adie
(3)

where ϕwaf er is the wafer diameter. The total manufacturing cost
of an interposer system with n chiplets can then be estimated using
Equation 4:

C2.5D =
Cint +

∑n
i=1 (Ci +Cbondi )

(Ybond )
n (4)

2.2 Active Interposer Integration
To provide high-bandwidth, low-latency, scalable connectivity be-
tween modules within and between chiplets, Network-on-Chip in-
terconnection architectures can be deployed that span the chiplets
and the interposer. These interconnection networks, composed of
router modules and connecting links, pass message packets between
the logic module and memory controller nodes on the chiplets.
While many different network topologies are possible, the selection
of either active or passive interposer technologies influences many
logical and physical aspects of the resulting network.

Active interposers are manufactured to include active transistor
devices within the interposer, providing several unique capabilities
not possible with passive interposers:

• Router Location: Router modules can be moved from the
chiplets to the interposer, reducing area in the chiplets and
therefore improving chiplet yield and cost. Further, by mov-
ing routers into the interposer, links do not need to pass

Figure 4: Logical diagram of Network-on-Active-Interposer,
with on-interposer routers, repeated interconnect, and syn-
chronous interposer clock.

through the chiplet-interposer interface, thus saving mi-
crobump resources for the power delivery network.

• Link Transmission: Links on active interposers can utilize
repeaters to reduce transmission delay, reducing the delay of
long routes from a quadratic to linear relation with distance.
Reduced link delays allow for faster NoC frequencies and
further single-cycle link distances. Further, with routers in
the interposer, delay is reduced by avoiding microbump ca-
pacitance [6] and the capacitance of Electrostatic Discharge
(ESD) protection circuits, which are required to protect the
chiplets interface during bonding [21] (and contribute sig-
nificantly greater capacitance than a microbump [19]).

• NoC Clocking: A primary challenge for SoC-scale synchro-
nous NoCs is the distribution of a low-skew, low-jitter clock
to all router modules [11]. Alternative clock schemes, like
mesochronous or asynchronous NoC, may incur area or la-
tency overheads andmay be difficult to design using standard
EDA flows. However, by utilizing the buffers and intercon-
nect available in the active interposer, H-tree clock networks
can be generated with sufficiently low jitter (less than 150ps)
to allow for GHz-frequency synchronous NoC in the active
interposer [13]. The interposer can even supply a clock signal
to the chiplets to avoid interposer-chiplet synchronization
latency [14], but this work assumes that a synchronization
latency overhead is incurred between the interposer and
chiplets to enable flexible DVFS of each core.

This active interposer NoC architecture is depicted in Figure 4.
An active interposer can be implemented using existing CMOS

technologies. Because global interconnect performance has re-
mained relatively constant throughout recent process technologies,
the link delay has low sensitivity to the interposer process selec-
tion. However, NoC routers can consume significant area when
implemented with many ports and wide flits, especially in older,
larger process technologies. Advanced process technologies can
implement complex routers with much smaller areas to improve
yield, but wafer costs are significantly higher than for older pro-
cesses. Relative process technology costs are shown in Figure 2 and
router area is addressed in Section 3.
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Figure 5: Logical diagramofNetwork-on-Passive-Interposer,
with on-chiplet routers and non-repeated interconnect.

2.3 Passive Interposer Integration
Unlike active interposers, passive interposers only contain metal
interconnect, so they cannot include active logic like routers, re-
peaters, or FIFO queues in the interposer. This leads to several
challenges when constructing an NoC across the interposer:

• Router Location: Router modules must be placed on the
chiplets, contributing to chiplet area and degrading yield
and cost. Additionally, links that pass through the chiplet-
interposer interface consume microbump resources.

• Link Transmission: Links on passive interposers cannot
utilize repeaters, so long routes exhibit a quadratic delay
with distance, resulting in longer link latencies or slower
networks. Links must additionally pass through two chiplet-
interposer interfaces, which introduce additional capacitive
loads from the microbumps and ESD protection circuits.

• NoC Clocking: The challenge of low-skew, low-jitter clock
distribution to all routers is complicated by the fact that the
passive interposer cannot generate a clock on the interposer
and cannot include buffers to drive the low-jitter clock net-
work. To complicate matters further, any clock network that
spans and utilizes the chiplets must contend with the poten-
tially large inter-chiplet process variation and power noise.
Accordingly, a synchronous NoC with GHz frequency is not
likely to be feasible with a passive interposer. Instead, a glob-
ally asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS) paradigm is
more likely. In such a scheme, routers on each chiplet are
synchronous, but synchronization must occur when trans-
mitting between chiplets, incurring a synchronization delay
of several cycles [10]. To allow for flexible DVFS of each
core without constraining the NoC frequency, additional
synchronization occurs between the routers and Network
Interface Controller (NIC) within the same chiplet.

This passive interposer NoC architecture is depicted in Figure 5.

3 INTERPOSER COMPARISON
METHODOLOGY

To compare the cost and performance trade-offs of active and pas-
sive interposers, this work studies a base system floorplan based
on recent commercial systems [3]. Figure 6 shows the base system

Figure 6: Base system under evaluation, with thirty-two
3mm × 3mm cores, sixteen 1mm × 3mm memory controllers,
and four 8mm×12mm stacks of High BandwidthMemory, all
integrated with an interposer. The system is demonstrated
with four eight-core chiplets in this example.

with thirty-two generic cores implemented in 11nm process tech-
nology. The system also contains four stacks of in-package memory,
similar to the JEDEC High Bandwidth Memory standard [16], with
eight memory channels per stack. Sixteen memory controllers are
distributed between the cores and placed on the chiplet periphery,
with two memory channels managed by each memory controller.
The entire system is integrated using either an active interposer or
a passive interposer, which provides connectivity between nodes
to route all inter-core message traffic. NIC terminals are located at
each core and memory controller. Figure 6 demonstrates a config-
uration with four chiplets, but systems from one to eight chiplets
are considered. The network is clocked at 2 GHz.

The network topologies visualized in Figure 7 and detailed in
Table 1 are assigned to router nodes connected to these terminals.
Misaligned topology alternatives are also included [10].

The selection of active or passive interposer technology deter-
mines the relations between network performance and system cost:

• Router Area: With an active interposer, the routers are
placed in the interposer, increasing the interposer active
area used in yield calculation but reducing the chiplet area.
With a passive interposer, all routers contribute to the chiplet
area and are implemented in the 11nm process technology.

• Link Frequency: Links on the active interposer are re-
peated with optimally-sized repeaters in the selected process
technology to minimize link delay. For passive interposers,
link delay is calculated for the non-repeated route with ca-
pacitance overhead for microbumps (15f F ) and ESD protec-
tion (200f F ) [19]. Delays are computed from SPICE using
pi-model interconnect segments. At the 2 GHz network fre-
quency, the active interposer is able to transmit most link
distances in a single cycle. Only the longest links (the longest
vertical links in the Folded Torus and the longest diagonals
in the Double Butterfly and ButterDonut) require two cycles
on the active interposer. The passive interposer, however,
requires at least two cycles for all but the shortest links (as in
the mesh or concentrating routers), and the longest diagonal
links take eight cycles. Link latencies for each distance in the
topologies are given in Table 2. Multi-cycle links, depending
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Table 1: Network-on-Interposer Topologies

Topology Nodes Links Diameter Avg. Hops Bisection Links
Mesh 32 (4×8) 52 10 4.9 8

Concentrated Mesh 16 (4×4) 18 6 3.5 5
Double Butterfly 16 (4×4) 24 3 3.1 8
Folded Torus 16 (4×4) 32 4 3.0 8
ButterDonut 16 (4×4) 28 3 3.0 12

Misaligned Concentrated Mesh 12 (3×4) 17 5 3.1 4
Misaligned Double Butterfly 12 (3×4) 16 2 3.1 8
Misaligned Folded Torus 12 (3×4) 24 3 2.7 8
Misaligned ButterDonut 12 (3×4) 20 2 2.8 12

Mesh

(a) Mesh:
4 Chiplets

Double Butterfly

(b) D. Butterfly:
4 Chiplets

Folded Torus

(c) Folded Torus:
4 Chiplets

ButterDonut

(d) ButterDonut:
4 Chiplets

CMesh

(e) CMesh:
4 Chiplets

CMesh

(f) CMesh:
8 Chiplets

Misaligned CMesh

(g) Mis. CMesh:
4 Chiplets

Figure 7: Network-on-Interposer four-chiplet topologies. Eight-chiplet and misaligned examples demonstrated for CMesh

Distance (mm) Active (cycles) Passive (cycles)
3.5 1 1
6.5 1 2
10 1 3
13 2 4
19.5 2 8

Table 2: Link latencies for active and passive interposers

on EDA methodology, may require flip-flops in the active
interposer or chiplets [4] to meet synchronous requirements.

• Due to clock domain division between each chiplet terminal
and the interposer routers, which enables core DVFS, the
active interposer incurs a synchronization overhead only on
the initial and final transitions from chiplet to interposer.
The passive interposer must additionally synchronize when
transmitting between chiplets. This work assumes a three-
cycle synchronization latency at each clock crossing.

To compare each combination of interposer technology and net-
work topology, it is necessary to first estimate the area of network
routers and links and to then compute the resulting yields and
costs. Router areas are estimated using the DSENT Network-on-
Chip modeling tool [20], with process technologies from 11nm to
65nm. Each three-staged pipelined router has 16 virtual channels
and eight buffers per virtual channel. Routers area is given for port
count and process technology with 512-bit flit width in Figure 8.
Flit width is also utilized as a parameter. Each link is composed of
global-level interposer interconnect with wire width and spacing of

Figure 8: Router area with 512-bit flit width versus bidirec-
tional port count and process technology.

350nm. Based on the system floorplan, the router and link areas are
calculated for each topology. Figure 9 shows the average and range
of router utilization across topologies for each active interposer
technology and flit width. Figure 10 shows the average and range of
interposer interconnect utilization under the chiplets for flit widths
from 32 to 1024 bits, assuming the availability of two X-Y routing
layer pairs. Assuming a microbump pitch of 20µm, each chiplet has
sufficient microbump resources to connect all topologies with at
least 1024 bit flit width, even when allocating half of microbump
resources to the power delivery network.

After calculating the areas of each interposer’s network com-
ponents, the cost of the interposer and system can be computed
by estimating the interposer yield. The cost and yield estimation
methodology from Section 2.1 is utilized to compute the interposer
and chiplet active area yield, with defect densityDLoдic

0 = 2000/m2,
as well as the global interconnect yield with lower defect density [5]
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Figure 9: Average router utilization percentage, across net-
work topologies, of active interposer area under the chiplets.
Error bars indicate the range between topologies.
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Figure 10: Average link utilization percentage, across net-
work topologies, of interposer interconnect under the
chiplets. Error bars indicate the range between topologies.

DLink
0 = 500/m2. The manufacturing cost of each interposer and

chiplet is then determined by calculating the number of dies per
300mm wafer and incorporating the process-dependent wafer cost,
shown in Figure 2, and the yield loss from active area and link
defects. Each chiplet is bonded to the interposer with a bond yield
of 99% [12]. For all cost results, only interposer and chiplet costs
(and not the memory stack costs) are included, but the interposer
footprint includes the area required for the memory stacks.

The resulting normalized interposer costs for each process tech-
nology are demonstrated in Figure 11 for the ButterDonut topology.
When only considering the interposer cost, the passive interposer
is significantly less costly than any of the active interposer config-
urations due to a lower process cost and a lack of active area. For
the active interposer technology options, the mature 65nm process
is consistently the lowest cost, even despite the large active area
utilization at the largest flit width of 1024 bits.

The full system costs for the ButterDonut topology with 512-bit
flit width are shown in Figure 12. All active interposer systems have
eight chiplets but vary by interposer technology. The advanced pro-
cess technologies incur significantly higher interposer overheads
due to higher wafer costs, while the router yield is less significant
even for the 65nm process with high utilization. The passive in-
terposer configurations are shown with a range of chiplet sizes,
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Figure 11: Normalized interposer cost of ButterDonut topol-
ogy, for each process technology, versus flit width.

Figure 12: Normalized cost profile of interposer and chiplets
across interposer technology options for the 512-bit flit
width ButterDonut topology, with eight chiplets for active
interposer configurations. Active interposer process cost
dominates in advanced processes. Router yield (active) and
router area (passive) are small contributions to cost.

demonstrating the improvement in chiplet yield with increased
chiplet count, as well as an increase in bond loss overhead.

4 BISECTION BANDWIDTH OF
NETWORK-ON-INTERPOSER

To compare the network performance results of a given interposer
technology and network topology, the bisection bandwidth metric
can be selected to measure the topology-level peak communication
between cores and memory on opposite sides of the system. The
bisection bandwidth for a topology be calculated with the number
of bisection links, given in Table 1, the flit width, and the network
frequency of 2GHz. The bisection bandwidths can then be compared
against the system costs to determine the cost-optimal topology.

Figure 13 shows the normalized cost versus bisection bandwidth
for each active interposer topology at each flit width. The band-
width value is the average of the bisection bandwidths in the x
and y directions. Each active interposer configuration utilizes the
65nm process and has eight chiplets. As demonstrated in the fig-
ure, the high-connectivity ButterDonut topology is consistently
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Figure 13: Normalized cost of interposer and chiplets versus
bisection bandwidth for each topology on a 65nm active in-
terposer with eight chiplets.

Figure 14: Normalized cost of interposer and chiplets versus
bisection bandwidth across interposer technology options,
with eight chiplets for all active interposer configurations.

cost-optimal when only considering cost and bisection bandwidth,
despite greater router and link area.

Figure 14 compares total system cost and bisection bandwidth
for each interposer technology option, with eight chiplets for each
active interposer system. As bisection bandwidth is sensitive only to
topology, flit width, and frequency, the passive interposer achieves
the same bandwidth, but at significantly lower cost. As demon-
strated earlier in Figure 12, the passive interposer has high yield
and pays little overhead for including the router area in the chiplets.
Overall, investigations of network bisection bandwidth demon-
strate a system affinity for small chiplet size, to increase yield, and
high-radix networks, to improve bandwidth. Router size and link
width have less impact on interposer and system cost than the ini-
tial selection of interposer technology, and mature processes with
lower cost are advantageous for active interposers even at high
utilization and lower yield. However, bisection bandwidth is only
one of multiple network metrics that should be considered.

Figure 15: Network latency versus injection rate for active
and passive interposers.

5 LATENCY EVALUATION OF
NETWORK-ON-INTERPOSER

Although passive interposers are cost-optimal when only consider-
ing bandwidth, latency is also a critical metric for many networks-
on-interposer systems. In this section, the topologies listed in Ta-
ble 1 are mapped to passive and active interposers and compared
to determine the impact on network latency.

Chiplets on passive interposers, as explained in Section 2.3, are
clocked independently. Therefore, a three-cycle clock synchroniza-
tion overhead is added to the latency of inter-chiplet links when
using passive interposers. Routers within an active interposer, as
explained in Section 2.2, are synchronous and therefore do not have
this link synchronization overhead. However, the connections be-
tween the NIC terminals and routers does require a synchronization
overhead for both the passive and active interposers in order to
allow for independent core DVFS. Link latencies between routers
for passive and active interposer implementations also depend on
the distance, as previously stated in Table 2.

Methodology: Booksim [9] is used to evaluate the performance
of network-on-interposer topologies listed in Table 1. For the fol-
lowing evaluations, the bisection bandwidth of the topologies is
fixed by balancing the bisection link count with link width. The
network frequency is 2GHz, as explained in Section 3. The network
is evaluated on uniform random synthetic traffic, sweeping over
injection rate to observe saturation throughput as well as latency.

Active vs. Passive Interposer on Latency: Figure 15 shows
average packet latency for networks on passive and active inter-
poser. Two main observations can be made from this study. First,
the active interposer realizes lower average latency than the passive
interposer. This is mainly due to lower active interposer link la-
tencies over the synchronous network. Second, topology decisions
also impact average latency as a lower average hop count associates
with lower network latency, as expected.

Aligned vs. Misaligned Topologies on Latency: Figure 16
shows average packet latency for aligned and misaligned topologies
for active interposers. Misaligned topologies, as in Figure 7g, have
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Figure 16: Impact of misaligned topologies on active inter-
poser average packet latency.

fewer routers shared between the cores and memory controller
nodes on chiplets. Therefore, misaligned topologies result in lower
average latencies compared to the aligned topologies shown in
Figure 16 due to lower average hops for both passive and active
interposer cases. Additionally, the misaligned topologies result in
higher saturation throughput and can tolerate heavier traffic loads.

Chiplet Size on Latency: Figure 17 shows average packet la-
tency for eight-core (eg. Figure 7e) and four-core chiplet sizes (eg.
Figure 7f). This evaluation only considers the passive interposer
case, since the active case does not incur an off-chiplet synchro-
nization overhead and thus perform similarly on different chiplet
sizes. As shown in the figure, smaller chiplet sizes result in higher
average network latencies due to the increased frequency of syn-
chronization overhead between chiplets.

To summarize the latency results: 1) Active interposers reduce
latency versus passive interposers, 2) Misaligned topologies reduce
latency and improve saturation throughput due to lower diameter,
3) Smaller chiplets can increase latency in passive interposers, but
they have no effect on latency for active interposers.

6 CONCLUSION
By examining the interaction of interposer technology and net-
work topology, this work concludes that both passive and active
interposers may be cost-effective platforms for chiplet integration,
depending on system requirements. From a yield and cost per-
spective, active interposers should generally be implemented using
mature process technologies with lower wafer cost, as any yield
benefit from smaller routers is overshadowed by the high wafer
cost of advanced processes. When only considering bisection band-
width, passive interposers achieve the same performance at lower
cost than active interposers (given the same chiplet size). However,
the long multi-cycle links and frequent clock-domain crossings in
passive interposers introduce additional latency, and passive in-
terposer systems may sometimes benefit from larger chiplets to
reduce this latency overhead.

Figure 17: Impact of eight-core vs. four-core chiplet selec-
tion on passive interposer average packet latency.
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